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Change: Lost is a game of those people who are in a terrible situation, who have gained the strength to move on. It's about learning to survive in a new world that looks like the one you grew up in, but that you never see the same way because of what you've been through. It is about the difficulty of finding a balance between facing the world and looking back
and getting better. It's about knowing you can become a victim at any time and trying to walk between safety and paranoia. It's about staying safe when you're not spending your life living with the past. It's a sale. It's about growing up. It's about healing. Changeling: The Lost began in 2007 and gathered some of the most passionate fans the Chronicles of
Darkness has ever known. Now it has been reborn in its second edition, The Huntsmen Chronicle, which tells new stories and is based on lessons learned over the past eight years. We jump back into the eaa and let the last-minute scar tissue protect us. If that sounds interesting to you, go to our DriveThruRPG store for Changeling: The Lost 2nd Edition.
Replacement goods are available from our RedBubble store. Join us on our forums or Facebook! October 12, 2020August 31, 2020August 19, 2020July 3, 2020June 10, 2020May 31, 2020May 20, 2020May 13, 2020May 7, 2020 April 30, 2020Send page » Change: Lost RPG published by White Wolf / CCP Rule System Storytelling System Authors Kelly
Barnes-Herman et al First Publication 2007 (1st Edition)2019 (2nd Edtion) Essential Books Changeling: The Lost Rule Autumn Nightmares Winter Masques Rites of Spring Lords of Summer Equin Grim Fears Dancers in the Dusk Swords at Dawn Goblin Markets Changeling: The Lost is a White Wolf game in which you play Changeling, an ordinary guy who
fell into some mystical fae through no fault of his own, and found himself turned into a monster when he climbed out of it again. It is by far one of the most pessimistic of the World of Darkness, written by White Wolf, but it also stands out as the closest to a traditional medieval fantasy world full of crazy monsters, landscapes, dungeons and flora, and a nice
heavy bag of crazy political intrigue. And it's AWESOME! Changelings[edit] So I repeat, Changelings are fairies. More specifically, they are fae, and each of them was once a person born on earth, probably raised in the country (Abducted babies and children usually don't last long and typically go barking mad if they survive), and are stolen as slaves/playful
by alien monsters like God. Their souls, and indeed their personalities, were shredded with spikes, and they usually served their terrible Durance in Arcadia in a mindless But the rarest thing is that a slave gets a smell from memory. Memory. overcome their desire to stay in Arcadia, and they work to free themselves with power, cunning, overcharging or
outside by gaining their freedom from their Keepers. They deserve their sweet release and can begin the healing process to heal their broken bodies and broken minds. But they still have to deal with all kinds of problems. It is likely that either a long time has passed in the real world since the abduction, leaving him obsoletely in the lurch, or for a short time,
leaving him as an adult while his family expects him to be a child. Second, it is possible that Fetch, an identical simulacrum created by his Keeper, was left to live his life from the moment he was taken, and it is likely that he is not willing to give up his place without a fight if he even knows he is a copy made to replace you (Imagine the monster stalking and
chasing him, and OH MY GOD, HE IS YOU). Even if Changeling gets his life back on track, he's still Changeling. He has forever changed, and he is followed by gentryn, shifting private and loyalists, and the gutsier accessories of the hedge, and his family is considered fair game on his guard; It is enough to destroy his already fragile mental state, which
literally undermines his relationship with reality. Kiths and Shows[edit] Kiths and Shows are more of a method of classification of what they were forced to do in Arcadia, and what kind of forces emerged from their Durance because the two changes are not really the same and can fall into several categories. Variable can look like a cat and not be a beast, or
an ant-like archer can actually be a giant. This aspect really changes between the two editions of the game. In the first edition, you seemingly have a general purpose that the change was made to fill Arcadia. The variable receives a blessing and curse as a pseudo, and he can further extend (or snee) his blessing with Kithi, who classifies him even further.
The beasts were taken and transformed into animals and monsters, usually exchanging their bodies and minds at the Keeper's discretion. They're not very smart, but they get done and enjoy better animalic perceptions and a kind of animal magnetism. In 1e, the taste of their animal is determined by Kinh; most are quite literal (Broadbacks are based on
working animals, Hunterhearts predators, etc.), but some are more metaphorical (Truefriends are based on loyal animal companions and beloved pets, Riddleseekers beasts as symbols of intelligence/wisdom/learning). In 2E, they get an extra point from any Resistance attribute. They can also move faster and deal with deadly damage in an unarmed battle,
but they must wear Glamour yes, if they're affected by a state of fear. In addition, they are at risk of losing clarity if they hurt someone because they act without thinking. Thinking. abducted when they violated some seemingly random and arbitrary rule set by a fae (which can be almost anything). They are grimderp boogeymen, nightmarish creatures, and
many other fantastic things that go to collide at night. They're also smart, cunning guys. The Sun is messing up their deal. Their 1e Kiths are all about certain flavors of spoopy, slender men wriggling through pipes to sneak into the bedroom and pulling you away from life-sucking monster Freddy Krueger-style slashers (full of bladed hands!). In 2E, they get
extra vision of finesse features and can use Willpower to disappear into some unsubstatinal substances (this also costs Glamour if there are witnesses). However, they are at risk of losing clarity if the secret or any other important information they know turns out to be false. The elements were changed to some kind of element, hence the name. They're not
social or smart, but like beasts, they can get done, and they can make themselves tougher with glamour. Naturally, their 1e Kiths focuses on what kind of element they became, from classic elements such as fire, earth, air and water to esoteric elements such as steel, pollution, ice, etc. In the second, they score an extra point in the resistance statistic and can
work through their element if surrounded by ranges of up to 3 yards, although this requires glamour if their willpower is less than half its maximum. They run the risk of clarity defeat whenever they are forced or otherwise forced to go against their minds. The fairest were treated like treasures or pets, who were loved to a very limited extent, that gentry can
love anything but itself. Other Changelings mock fairest's supposedly terrible Durances (how can nurturing and admiration be so bad?), but Keepers can express love in really messed-up ways. Fairest are too often cruel and manipulative, and while some may try to fight such tendencies, the book says quite a lot no, man. They're all. Their 1e Kiths focuses on
exactly why their beauty was important; A living work of art, a court foot, a star in the night sky, a noble warrior and more. In 2e, they get an extra score in the Power statistic and can use Willpower on behalf of other characters (albeit for Glamour costs if the recipient doesn't trust them) and risk clarity loss if their actions or inaction cause harm to their allies.
The Orcs were forced to serve the brutal Durances, who made them great and strong, whether it was fighting in a gladiatorial arena or building houses on the whip's head. Although the orc may not be stupid, they tend to get angry a lot like most others seemingly, and they tend -I REND THE FLESH FROM YOUR BONES AND BOIL YOUR GUTS IN STEW,
HUMAN, but seriously, they can act feisty, but many just don't want to be offended by more than they've already been. Been. This may seem quite niche, with surprisingly much 1e Kiths, from the fairytale creep living under the bridge to the rock golems of the bigfound-esque wilderness monsters to the magical, irritated olds who set curses. In another, they
get extra vision in the Power statistic and can temporarily inflict a beaten down tilt on opponents in battle, but they have to sacrifice Glamour to do so unless they fight for someone else. They are in danger of losing clarity if they frighten anyone who is not their enemy. The Wizeneds were literal slaves and subjected to constant humiliation at the hands of their
owners. They tend to be less in some way, whether thinner, shorter or just less significant. If you want to play merchant or a more traditional category (1e Kiths includes stuff like Soldiers, Sleet, etc.), this looks like you. They're also affectionant fast, so they're perfect if you want to play a character with an agile Mien. In 2e, they get extra points in the Finesse
statistic and can turn any material into other material as long as they have the right tools (or tools for Glamour juror-rig words), so they can literally spin straw for gold. They are in danger of losing clarity when they are surprised by unpleasant surprises. Grimm is made for 2e, which can be found in the companion book Dark Eras: A Grimm Dark Era (no, I
can't think of it). Grimm starts out as very boring people. No ambition, no imagination, just a hen house of boring, reliable pragmatism. In other words, the last people to catch the attention of the Fae, this is the reason they're so rare. All Grimm tells a similar story about their escape: They had fantastically awful endurance, but slowly but surely began to see
clues and patterns that led them to freedom-- fairytale logic. On the way out, they made a deal with the hedge themselves to forever immerse themselves in the stories mortals tell, playing countless different roles that are considerably more colorful and vibrant than their real dreaning self. Their blessing is that once per session Grimm can get a point of clarity
when someone, without asking, treats them like anyone else in their assumed role. Their curse is that they have a breaking point of clarity whenever they do something against their role. Grimm can't do without a role, the roleless Grimm must give all the successful dice to actions that elude fae and hunters and take a worse result. Grimm is unfortunately
made for the book before the line of play they were ready for, and as a result, their crunch is kind of a mess: They don't have favored contracts like others seemingly do, they don't get bonus points for attribute like others and their blessings don't quite thw up to how clarity ended up being implemented in 2e. Then there's the question of roles. Grimm has a lot
of roles. Roles. How exactly this works is not very clear. The text states that when a role occurs, they appear as a role, so no cost costs are needed, but how exactly roles can be changed and how often this can happen remains undefined. Nor are the qualifications for taking on the role mentioned, and in fact the text suggests that there are none: Cinderella is
Cinderella, regardless of whether she can clean or not. Sinbad is Sinbad, even if he can't sail. This justifies the fact that the roles do not give any bonus to the actions, but it seems to ask for arguments as to whether Grimm is actually in the role. If you want these guys in the game, it's probably best to either figure out a bunch of house rules for them or wait
for a future review. In the second edition, Kiths is no longer connected to certain virtual ones, so now it is possible to have something like Ogre Chatelaine. Still, Kith defines a certain blessing and skill that allows you to have exceptional successes more easily, both of which are broadly based on what you did in Arcadia (e.g. Bright could have acted as a
lantern). Although 12 is described in the basic rules, there is also a system that makes your own Kiths what you think is best. The permanently converted format of Mien and the Mask[edit] Changeling is called Mien. Because they're affiliated with Wyrd, their Mien changes to power stat, apparent, Tish, Court Mantle, Entitlement, age and what you have. Their
human attier in the real world is called a mask. When dealing with mortals, the remains of your soul form a kind of disguise that hides your monstrous nature from the norms as long as you have Glamour reserves. The mask retains your original shape, which looks like what you looked mortal, but with small details (The orc looks fat, the beast has leathery or
irritable skin and horns are invisible, while Fairest can be longer or has a kind of strange attraction that draws people towards him). Higher Wyrd means more of your Mien mask through the mask, so very powerful Changelings people have doubly difficult to adapt to people (at that point they have weaknesses in their ass, which means they run in horror from
blue clothes or break into zits when the moon is out, in addition to losing clarity every time they sleep.) Wyrd, if there's ever a constant in the universe, it's Wyrd. Wyrd is an old Germanic word or some that means quite a lot of fate (which leads to witty wyrdplay... Geddit?), and although Wyrd is tied to everything that exists, only fae have the power to
manipulate it. It acts as a glue between every existing thought, atom and concept, and since it is destiny in all its forms, it determines reactions, and the causes and effects between everything This means that just because the fire has several contracts with Wyrd, the flame is hot to the touch, that it can hurt you, that it cooks meat or that it dies when the fuel
runs out. Since only the agreements that Wyrd seals like reality unraveling and our universe, it's a pretty big deal that the worst opponents can only rape reality with thought if they catch you in the wrong place. Fortunately, because they spend time being so close to where Wyrd is strongest, people who have been taken to Arcadia (have to) learn how to strike
elements and concepts, or they die from exposure to Time Cube logic. Here, Changelings gets their contract, semi-magical spells that allow them to confuse one aspect of reality with the low, low price of glamour, energy from the extremes of human emotions. On top of that, there is always a loophole in the contracts, known as Catch, where you can use the
power for free if certain conditions are met. Agreements[edit] Please note that there are no restrictions on the learning of these agreements; If something is marked as a virtual contract, it just means they can buy it at a discount. Universal Contracts of Dreams: Helps navigate and cope with dreams or hedges. Hearth's contracts: Hed or curse happiness.
Lesson contracts: Fae time is customizable. These agreements help you age or restore items... Or just mess with people samurai Jack-ing from their ass to next week. Mirror contracts: Shape-shifter. Lunar contracts: Discover, manipulate and control a person's mental health. Apple contracts: Take a peek into the future. Smoke's contracts: Hiding spells.
Thorns and Brambles contracts: Combat and defense spells that manipulate hedges (excluding actual capital H protection). Blades contracts: Buffing and debuffing spells are mostly useful for a changing swashbuckler. Predator deals Den: Ups defense of your Hollow. Fang and Talon agreements: Mandatory Talk to animals, call animals, become animals,
etc. Wild contracts: Shared with Elementals for Affinity. It'll improve your survival. Agreements of darkness: Stealth, fear and maneuverability. Shade and Spirit contracts: Deals with ghosts. Communion agreements: Magical manipulation of the element. Element agreements: Reflect the element. Wild contracts: Shared with beasts against affinity. It'll improve
your survival. Fairest contract agreements: Mirrors take magical features. Separation agreements: The fairest have a loose grip on reality anyway, so why not loosen your grip even further for mystical compulsion art? Vainglory's contracts: SO GORGEOUS OH GOD MY EYES Left contracts for oath and punishment: Follow, chase and punish Stone's
contracts: Be tough and hit people. Wizened Agreements Animation Agreements: Brings objects to life, see their history, etc. Artifice contracts: Used to help with goods. Forge's contracts: A fraction of the fae reality bickering. Goblin deals: Fast and dirty deals that come at a price. Use at your own risk. Promises and vows[edit] As suggested above, Wyrd
takes all promises or statements of intent very seriously. Most beings are not so closely associated with Wyrd that they would be affected, but fae can make such statements supernaturally binding. Given that most changelings come out of their durance with serious issues of trust, the knowledge that their promises are supernaturally enforced does a lot not to
descend into paranoia. More importantly, gentry's powers depend on taking an oath, which means that if for some reason they end up breaking their oaths, they will seriously weaken or even be destroyed out of hand. Sealing[editing] The simplest form of pledge requires Changeling to see or hear a statement of intent; whether the opinion in question was
serious or has been made as an exaggeration is irrelevant. So if you say if my team doesn't win this game, I'll eat my hat in front of Changeling and say the team will lose, you better take a piece of that hat or Wyrd will impose a small but immediate penalty on you for coming back with your word. Although fae are not immune to compaction, they can reverse
the concentrate before its effects take over; among the varyers, sealing is done to show that they are willing to keep their word on a relatively small matter. Vows[edit] Against more serious agreements, Changelings relies on taking the oath. These require mutual consent on oath, and both parties are permanently bound by the oath from then on. As long as
both sides defend their part of the whale, they will receive its benefits. While the terms of the oath can certainly be violated, this does not remove the oath as much as to change its terms, which almost always involve serious penalties for the violator of the oath. (In rare cases where the penalty for violating an oath is not defined in its terms, Wyrd punishes the
violator as it deems appropriate. And it's a vengeance little about it.) In addition to the immediate consequences, oathbreakers are resurrected among Changelings, and the only way to be forgiven is to compensate all parties, including Wyrd himself. Yes, it is possible to end up following an oath that is mutually exclusive. No, penalties for violating a second
oath are not reduced, and if something can actually be worse than usual; Read about Cu Chulainn to see how Can bite you in the ass. Moral of the story, don't take an oath you may not be able to keep. Keep. Offers can only be made between Changeling and someone who is aware of Changeling's fae nature. Changeling offers to perform some kind of
service to a person, which is their ability to provide in exchange for something else, but what a person can offer is always supplemented by Wyrd, making it difficult for gentry to change. If the trades break the deal, they lose their advantage, but they don't otherwise affect it. But if man is the one who breaks it, they're in danger of stumbling upon the hedge with
everything that has to do with it. No Changeling would wish that on anyone, but Wyrd's claims are unconditional. Freeholds, Courts and Entitements[edit] For more information on Freehold, courts and rights, see the Additional Book of Gentlemen of the Summer. Life as an exchange sucks. You get to enjoy PTSD and great thoughts like suicide and madness
on a daily basis, in addition to worrying about when others will show up to take you back to Arcadia, or if your best friend is a private investigator who manipulates you into the hands of one real fae. And as your connection to Wyrd grows stronger, your lifespan increases, which would be good if you didn't have so much to worry about or if it also wouldn't start
making your memories of Durance more vivid. Fortunately, Changelings is not stupid, and they understand the value of teamwork and contact with other people. Freeholds[edit] Freeholds therefore likes the hedge where Changelings and friendly hobgoblins gather. All Changelings are welcome, and there are no prisons. On the other hand, trust must be
worthy and deportation distributed like candy, because it is the usual punishment for whalebreakers and criminals, although the delivery of other changelings to prison deserves a comfortable death sentence instead. That was pretty much everything, so let's talk about much more interesting court dynamics; It has to do with politics anyway. The courts [modify]
Freehold itself are usually divided into courts that spread their power to prevent fae from appearing. It makes sense in context because fae do not understand the concept of willing relinquishment of power and this damages their brains. Joining the court is usually free, snatching you a free point in one of their contracts, as well as the advantage of getting two
points for every glamour point you regularly collect from court emotions. You can work up the court ladder with your actions or dedication to emotion or theme, and you'll start expressing more and more through you, as well as gaining access to awesome powers that wouldn't otherwise be available. And since Changelings usually doesn't have heirs, what on
top of infertility and that, so everyone has the opportunity to become Noble with their actions, even potentially earning Court Crown, a title that gives absolute sovereignty (and nifty enthusiasts to your brothers), while your court controls Freehold, and the crown becomes Freehold King. Just a few remarks about the courts the average player might miss: The
higher your court diaper, the easier it is to recognize your connection (Summer courtier returns in the sun or becomes glittering heat waves). However, with every cone you add to your diaper, you get a nice little advantage with it, such as Winter Courtiers getting bonuses for Subterfuge. You can also get out of the courts and go to courtless, but in the end
you will miss out on some useful statistics (as well as drama). Still, there is always Court Goodwill, which you can earn by being a brother in different courts, and thus you can invite them to services or even get them to teach you limited court contracts (up to three points). Note that you can earn Court Goodwill even if you are in court yourself, although it is
usually more difficult. You can leave the court at any time because Changelings understands that perspectives change as they do, and when you change the current Mantle, it is cut in half to make it your goodwill level. However, the exchange time, which changes the court too often, is very suspicious and is unlikely to receive any goodwill at all. The courts
are becoming increasingly important in 2e, where their main purpose is to provide barriers to gentry and hunters and protect themselves against them -- incredibly powerful, almost incompformant metamorphosis fae bounty hunters who can take on just about anything and never stop switching until they've pulled it back to their former champion. Seasonal
Courts[edit] The latest and by far the most popular court system, at least in America, was established with the Four Seasons (not the hotel). Since every Changeling is interested in Arcadia's specific opinion and its sustainability, seasonal courts were designed to this end to get Changelings into groups where they can spend time with people with similar
perspectives, promote friendships and act as support groups. The rule of thumb rotation consists of each season decision for 3 months of the year, in their seasons (winter rules from December to February, etc.), but as usual, the rules are different in each Freehold. Just because they are designed to complement each other does not mean that there are no
conflicts or disputes. Different ideologies cause hell when Spring directly resists autumn, because one decides to forget and the other decides to remember, and Summer resists winter because one beats his chest and the other hides. Referring to how nasty politics can be, in the fluff of 1e Core, Grandfather Thunder, Miami has forcibly taken control of the
And has declared that the Summer Court will be its permanent ruler, and the other crowns are all willing to step on top of each other for the chance to punch him in the face. And incidentally, his refusal to take power happens to undermine its defenses against gentry. Interestingly, the seasonal courts embody the Kübler-Rossi model of the four stages of grief.
Spring is denial, summer is anger, autumn is haggling and winter is depression. However, acceptance seems non-existent as this is likely to make you a shady court. Spring Court Court Emotion: Desire Batman Villain best represented: Joker Basically spring field Changing minds come to this: Arcadia? You're so crazy. I've changed. But really, real fae aren't.
Come here and suck my tongue, lol asl? They deny that their endurance left them with anything but positive qualities, and they use passion to turn the Fae away, because gentry cannot imagine that their pets could experience pleasure without them. That's what they laugh for,, drink and smoke, and encourage others to do the same, enjoy life and curse the
consequences. Other courts don't like them because they're loud and kind of crazy, but they're a far cry from the mindless party animals that live literally above every apartment ever. In 2e, their offer is that once they're in power, real fae can't be harmed by a free grip unless violence comes from the desire of their hearts. This may not seem useful, but this
really means that anyone other than the Keeper who comes to claim back that absolute favorite exchange cannot attack the free grip. Fleeting spring agreements: Discover, manipulate, and guide human desires. Eternal spring contracts: Thematic spring magic. Rejuvenation and growth granted by spring. Animate plants, make rain, cure a person or do
something about aging in the season. Verdant Spring Agreements: Cannot be learned through the goodwill of the court. A series of buffs issued by spring that cover almost all situations. Summer Court Court Emotion: Wrath Batman Villa's BestEd: Killer Croc Reality is that the court is just a loosely organized militia made of monsters, but their desire and
ability to bring violence to their enemies is undeniable and gives them a level of respect. Discipline and hatred are the psychology of a member of the Iron Lung. They are quick to accuse and willing to go after anyone who belittizes them. Fanatics, extremists and murderers to the last. Other courts, while appreciating their protection and willingness to take the
fight to gentry, don't really enjoy working with these hotheads. At 2E, Summer's force others to fight to the last, even if they want to surrender or withdraw. Summer consents use this weaker forces to draw their weapons or set up traps that they are forced to fall. Fleeting Summer contracts: Discover, manipulate and control human anger. Eternal summer
contracts: Thematic summer magic. Call for sunlight and learn about kamehameha. Punishing summer: Punishing whale breakers and starting fires in general. Autumn Court Court Emotion: Fear Batman Villain best represented: Scarecrow Know Your Enemy. The Autumn Court has consisted of investigators, wizards and assassins, all of who combine with
their ability to understand and spread fear. Their belief is that fear keeps people in line, and fear keeps them safe from real fae (along with the use of fae magic, which they specialize in). If you have any questions about Wyrd or you need Token, come to them. But get ready for a lecture, like hannibal, because they probably already know everything that
scares you. Or they jump out of the shadows shouting OOGA BOOGA if DM doesn't understand subtlety. At 2E, Autumn's Bargain forces gentry to announce their intentions before an attack, and more intense attacks are announced in advance. Despite gentry's best efforts to get around it, the warning must be clear enough to be understood. Fleeting autumn
agreements: Discover, manipulate, and guide human fear. Eternal autumn contracts: Thematic autumn magic. Make crops ripen for harvest, manipulate weather and other cool falling things like turning into leaves. Spellbound Autumn contracts: Contracts for data collection. Winter Court Court Emotion: Sorrow Batman Villain Best Represented: Mr. Freeze
Keep Your Head Down. Be quiet. Maybe they won't find you. Because they embody grief, the Silent Arrow will probably end up being the most conservative of the courts. They have also taken their penchant for silence to a logical level, with some of Freehold's top assassins calling for membership. Like the Autumn Court, they collect information, but it's
usually more because of blackmail and espionage than because of information. There's a lot of potential here for cape and dagger-type characters, the book mostly writes them as mopey emo kids. 2E mitigates this somewhat by paying more attention to the Court's practical and eavesdropping skills. At 2E, Winter's Bargain forces Gentry to mourn each of its
dead victims after each of their killings. Since most real fae have no idea what grieving really contains, this makes for a rather bizarre vision - and Winter doesn't have to worry about the glory of their raw grief imitations. Fleeting winter contracts: Find, manipulate and guide a person's grief. Eternal winter contracts: Thematic winter magic. The breath of ice, the
touch of cold, etc. European Heart: They can't hurt me, I'm already dead inside! Directional Courts[edit] presented at Winter Masques. Directional courts are the Asian equivalent of seasonal courts that have contracted with the mythical four guard beasts of Chinese astrology. If you play in Asia or a place with heavy Asian influences (such as the West Coast
of the United States), feel free to include them. They tend to divide their cities into four to best isolate themselves from those stained other trends. Here's a quick summary: Court of the North Court Emotion: Suffering Do you know how Buddhist monks can go three weeks without food, water or sleep and still break granite on their foreheads? They're in a
nutshell. They made a deal with Xuanwu, the Black Turtle. Court of Justice of the East Court Emotions: Envy greedy bastards with the power of capitalism! Use LOADSAMONEY to get fast cars, use said money and fast cars to attract hot women, then use said money, fast cars and hot women to collect beta rides and collect Glamour. Their protector is
Qinglong, Azure Dragon. Court of the South Court Emotion: Ecstasy Emotion is key no matter how uncomfortable you are. The people of the South are creatures of ham and extremes who honor Zhuque, Vermilion Bird. Court of the West Court Emotion: Honor Think of the Summer Court, but replaces all sound and fury with stone-facetedness. The dedication
of the court is literally a boot camp, and they carry swords even as they fight with other weapons. They pay tribute to Baihu, the White Tiger. All directional courts have access to four-way contracts: contracts that help the Changeling line, locate and transfer long distances. Sun and Moon courts [edit] the Slavic courts closest to the old Seelie and Unseelie
courts. Sun's court orders daytime and Moonfield at night. Durr, what are you? Unlike other court systems, they constantly war with each other, undermining each other's works as a necessity, even if they are completely civilized with each other. It's a matter of equality. This is deep. In short, it's a bit like a Night's Watch movie set. They don't have special
contracts. The Sun Court Court Emotion: Shame Lawful Stupid paladins and fighters who can be summed up by Judge Dredd, but horns. The Moon Court Court Emotion: Disgusts chaotic stupid thugs who only take care of themselves. Interestingly, their perception of chaos is based on the rules of their court. It's a thinker. Auroral Courts[edit] Instead of
handing over power based on the course of the seasons or time, the two courts wax and fade according to the circumstances lost themselves. Wealth Dawn Court thrives, while the influence of the twilight court grows in hard times. They usually also coexist with seasonal courts. Dawn Court Hope for an idealistic and selfless mistake, this court will seek to
promote change for the greater good, confident that a better future awaits the lost if they work hard for it and are prepared to make any sacrifices to ensure that a better future happens. Potential agreements: Agreements designed to cause change for the better, strengthen individual ties and empower user beliefs. Feeling obscure court: Fatalism Knowing
that the worst is yet to come gives these Changelings perverse power, seeking to make what time they have before their fates come to be called as glorious as possible. Entropy agreements: Gain strength from the acceptance of Fate and break down communication (and even other active contracts). Uniquely, it does not require court goodwill for
Changelings outside the Twilight Court to buy, although The Twilight Courtiers get better reviews - obscure court figures that all Changelings will see things their way in the end. Rights[edit] In addition to the courts, there is also a semi-self-edict Nobilities that Changeling can join when their Wyrd is high enough. Justice acts mechanically as a Prestige class,
and fluffwise makes Changeling a nobleman in the eyes of the court and Wyrd. However, this can cause problems because real fae tend to focus on the variables of their value rather than the usual ones. The change of justice has vowed to fulfill a mission in office that gives him advantages such as spinning straw into gold, designing and building massive
structures in an hour in exchange for some kind of weakness. There's a lot of these and they're in almost every book. Read about them, they're pretty cool. Another Ed changes them from social clubs that you can join in roles you can take on to get special benefits... as long as you fulfil the responsibilities that come with the role. Sometimes there can only be
one in the world, like the Red Queen, sometimes there are plenty of places to be irritable, like the Knights of the Blades. The rules are in Oak, Ash and Thorn. True Fae and Arcadia [edit] True Fae can take many forms, including stereotypical alien killers. The threat of true fae can best be compared to that of vampire Antediluvians: The snaging, if only the
Antediluvians took a more active role in with people and were not such a hilariously invented plot point for Gehenna. The changers, the real Fae, also known as Gentry or Others, haunt their nightmares because ever since they fled Arcadia, the land of the Faers, their shady presence looms just outside their secluded sight, threatening to drag them back into
slavery, or worse, to take their families away if they do not comply. are unique opponents in that each of them is completely all-time, capable of Whatever they want when they are in Arcadia, but are unable to understand anything that is not related to them, and exists only to feed their ego and self-satisfying. The problem is that despite their huge preference
with Wyrd, they are both incapable of creating and require conflicts because they end up blossoming into nothing without dissent. They find both slaves and rebels in people that they will forever fascinate (but not to the extent that they would keep them anywhere near their own glory). To do this, they praise their position against their servants and ruin their
perception and life, doing everything that comes into their heads with them, no matter how dangerous or emotional, it can only be because they feel that way. True Fae are creatures that can shape Wyrds as they breathe, but only when they are far from where reality is strong. In Arcadia, their little corner of paradise, where they can change everything from
the color of the sky to whether snowflakes are radioactive and weigh half a ton. The further away they get from Arcadia, however, the weaker their strength is, and when they are down (although they are still powerful), they can pretty much just mess around with the little things that their contracts allow them. In fact, reality itself poisons them slowly, so they

usually do not leave Arcadia unless they want something (that something is slaves). After all, the most important thing about Gentry is: Is it fun for me? How long is that going to be fun for me? What am I supposed to do afterwards? But not all hope is lost! Once upon a time, there was gentry that angered Cold Iron, and now it's crazy and wants revenge, and
it doesn't let the divine power get in its way! Yet it needs everything it can get. This summer, get ready for the edge of your seat ingestion in this action-tuned thriller! Cold iron starring Kurt Russell and Jason Lee! This film hasn't been reviewed yet. At least that's one explanation for why iron works on fae. The second is that Iron made a deal with mankind,
that people would use it to conquer the world if it protected them from the supernatural. Finally, the idea that iron is not magical. In fact, it is the least magical thing in the world, so much so that it crosses the anti-magic zone. (We're pretty sure one was stolen from a Discworld novel, but we like Discworld, so we let it slide.) A big burn for players playing Mary
Sue-type characters is that the rules punish you for acting like one of the gentry, leading to clarity falling out of your ass, as well as benefits such as suspicion and ostracisation due to changing the grip of the free, real fae your location through your actions and usually the defeat of mortals who find you unpleasant. And if you're strong enough and crazy
enough. Crazy. could become one of them. 2e mixes things up a little: It has been found that not all real fae are interested in kidnapping mortals and organizing their faces and psyche. Most are actually content to queasy their all-butter back at The Faere and ignore those charming, fragile monkey things altogether. While an important difference from a
narrative point of view, functionally hasn't changed much for the Lost, except now they find out that it's by far the worst real fae who wants them. Hedge[edit] If you want to go from Arcadia to Earth or vice versa, you have to slap Hedge, a semi-feely area that can be seen as a huge, beautiful landscape full of spikes. You spend too much time in those spikes
and you go crazy. And for God's sake, don't wander off the path. You can find almost anything here, if you can't find it, you'll find it in Goblin Market. Who's here, too. The switches may live here, but so can True Fey and Hobgoblins. The food here is great! You're back home, whooping.doo. Unfortunately, most people didn't even realize you were gone
because the gentlemen keep a little that they keep scattered from a piece of your soul and the fact that it lives your life for you. Killing fetch with your clarity because he was almost just you without a couple of your personality traits (maybe even without your flaws), but it's necessary if you want your old life back and get a bunch of really cool magic stuff and
credits out of it. ... Or you can do a hard but moral thing and try to blend in with it (because, you know, it's you) that gives you even cooler stuff and merit. Of course, since your pickup is different than you are (or were before) you could end up getting your old life back, just to ruin it because you suck. Or you can come back and find your doppelganger ruined
your life, even if it gives you another reason to kill that son of a. Huntsmen[edit] 2E's answer wait, why aren't fairies chasing me? In short, they're just, like any Mary Sue writer, real fae are lazy as, and they get pools to do it. The Dons, which, as must be mentioned, are no happier than you; You see, true Fae aren't really the natural rulers of Arcadia, hunters
are - and because they have natural resistance to the mortal world, Keepers thought to themselves, Hey, I know! Let's catch a mentally raped slave with other mind-rapers! And Mind rape is the correct term; As they drag the hunter out of the ear to get their possessions to them, the gentlemen rip their hearts out, replace it with their own title, and then hide the
heart in the dream of some poor sap before extorting the abomination that now desperately wants misery if Huntsman pulls The changing keeper the guard's looking for. They literally can't think in any other way than what Keepers wants unless they're close to their hearts, which means facing them at Hedge, where they're the most powerful and it's likely
they've already put shackle tasers around your genitals. And they are also almost always shape-absorbers and immortal as long as their hearts exist - and even if you destroy the heart, the Title will only return to the Keeper and can be reused as enslaving another hunter. You have fun! Mortals, Ensorcellment and Oneiromancy[edit] You can make mortals
see you and go to sleep and fight and do things. Read about it in books. Books[edit] Changeling: The Lost is another limited running game, that is, a small series of books whose rough content was designed from the start. This is reflected in its strict release schedule: after just two days, six books from the core book to the closing book were published in a full
year. Four of those books were lined up with certain seasons, and their publication corresponded to the seasons themselves. These six books are: Changeling: The Lost Rulebook is a core book depicting all the beautiful horrors behind the hedge, the terrible beauty of reality fae, the danger of the monsters they encounter and the powers of Changelings
themselves. Autumn Nightmares is a hateful book that describes the real Fae, the hobgoblins who work for them, those who try to destroy hedge entrances (this is bad because this would rob the changer of their forces and attract the attention of real fae) and fetchet created to replace the abducted people. Winter Masques is an alternative book for players,
including much more Kiths, contracts and details courts, as well as adding new rights. Rites of Spring is a magic book that expands the magic of Lost, Contracts, Promises, Clarity and Disguise, and the various symbols and wonders found in Hedge. Lords of Summer is a factional book that examines large courts, freeholds and a host of rights. Equinox Road
is the last book about Arcadia, the True Fae, which gives rules to high-powered exchange games and details the dfraid of the Immortals game that keeps real fae busy most of the time in search of transcendence. This is where Changeling: The missing man was scheduled to end. It was a concise series of books with a good scope of what it wants to be.
However, it turned out that even for all its gloom, Changeling: The Lost was hugely popular. Thus, White Wolf decided to make a few more books to be published during the year: Night Horrors: Grim Fears is a hateful book depicting all kinds of opponents and monsters that may equat. It is also possible to use the book in other games, such as Vampire: The
Requiem and Hunter: The Vigil. Dancers in Dusk says that he has disappeared from relationships with dreams and new ways of interacting with them, as well as new agreements, rights and details of the obscure court. Swords at Dawn talks about conflicts and wars between the lost, expands in Talecrafting and Fate, and adds new rights and Dawn Court.
Goblin Markets is expanding in a titular market where players can buy and sell almost anything at dangerous and steep prices. 2nd edition[edit] When the jump to the Chronicles of Darkness was made, all the games that had been at that point needed an upgrade. When Vampire, Werewolf, Mage and Promethean were upgraded with significant redillation
here and there, and Hunter was upgraded to a supplement with a full second edition to be released later, it was then Changeling's job to release his update. Some of the changes shown by White Wolf are listed above, and the full book will be published on Q2 2017. From October 2018, a full preview of the book will be available, and in December 2018,
physical copies became available. A companion book with additional information is expected to be published in 2019. The agreements are different now because they are an erect mandate. Clarity is much smoother and acts as a kind of mental health companion. Kith blessings are much more powerful and tasty than they were in 1e, and now it's clear that
Lost of any Seemingly could be any kith (something that was just an optional Rule 1e). The courts are pretty much the same, even though Court Mantles' interests have changed. We haven't yet looked at what rights look like except for the loose examples of onyx path blog posts. See also [edit] Page 2From 1d4chan 1d4chan
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